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Aim

Increase leadership self-awareness to promote relationship centered 
teams at micro- meso- and macrosystems levels to achieve 
improvement goals.

• This workshop will include the Toussaint self-assessment 
instrument to measure five leadership behaviors successful leader 
practice to create successful improvement environments. 

• A case study of leadership interventions using Toussaint, a self-
assessment for participant reflection and planning including a 
“leadership reflection” card deck is included to “rekindle” 
leadership.

• [Materials: Toussaint Five Behavior Assessment, spider graph, case 
study with leader interventions and leadership reflection card deck]
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Rekindle
Go back to the “source” and stay where the fire is..
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Going to the Source in a Digital Way…
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Rekindling Leadership

• Health care systems and demands are constantly 
changing. Leadership in health care is challenging and 
requires new skills and habits. 

• COVID-19 has presented new challenges 
• New leadership knowledge, skills and abilities can be 
developed to enhance personal success creating a 
culture of improvement with staff. 

• Skills such as learning humble inquiry, having 
willingness, humility, curiosity, perseverance and self-
discipline can be assessed with a subsequent action 
plan to practice and develop new habits of leadership to 
be the most effective leaders can be.



Rekindle Leadership

• Individually
• Stir up the “fire” of leadership
• Relight the emotions, energy and hope through leadership

• Partner and team leadership
• Turn towards each other
• Focus on meeting your partner’s needs
• Communicate your own needs in a loving, respectful way 
• Practice “attunement” to help you stay connected even when 

you disagree
• attunement or mirroring is the ability to recognize, understand and 

engage with another's emotional state.

• Leaders and Teams
• Practice more praise and positive affirmations
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“Leaders cannot command great 
performance,
they can only create the 
conditions.”

Paul O’Neill

CEO, Alcoa

Past Secretary of the Treasury, United 

States of America



As a leader, what 
conditions can you create?

Chat in the chat box
Speak up and we will capture your thoughts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about successful outcomes and what conditions were created.  Think about Lena Maria…what conditions supported her success?



Edgar Schein

Professor Emeritus at the MIT Sloan School of 
Management

Field of organizational development in many areas, 
including career development, group process 
consultation, and organizational culture.
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Humble Inquiry
2nd Edition

• An Art
Fine art of drawing someone out, of asking 
questions to which you do not already know the 
answer, or building a relationship based on 
curiosity and interest in another person. 

• An Attitude
Not just asking questions; it is a total attitude 
that includes listening more deeply to how others 
respond to our inquiry, responding appropriately, 
and revealing more of ourselves in the 
relationship building process.



Leadership is about Relationships

3 types of humility
• Social Life “elders & dignitaries”

• Professional Life “awe of achievements”

• Here and Now ”when I’m dependent on you”

Level Minus 1: Total impersonal domination and coercion
Level 1: Transactional role and rule-based supervision, service, and most forms of 
“professional” helping relationships
Level 2: Personal cooperative, trusting relationships as in friendships and in 
effective teams
Level 3: Emotionally intimate total mutual commitments

In person and virtually
“People First”





Individual Leader
Reflection
Assessment
-Self & 360 assessments
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Dyad Leadership
Share individual assessments with each other

Discussing an Agreement and Expectations

Agree on our expectations and how we will lead together
Turn towards each other
Focus on meeting your partner’s needs
Communicate your own needs in a loving, respectful way 
Practice “attunement” to help you stay connected even when you disagree
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Dyad/Triad Leadership Expectations & 
Agreements
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Dyad Work

1. Clarify leadership dyad roles
2. Quality improvement 
3. Communication styles (Personalities, PEARLS, other 

strategies)
4. Managing disruption(Reflection, setting expectations, 

accountability)
5. Decision making (consensus, majority rules, executive 

decision)
6. Change readiness (timing, sense of urgency, staffing, 

ready for something different, is current performance as good 
as it gets?)
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Case Story
Individual and Dyad Leadership
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Agreement and Discussion
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Leadership Team
Adult CF Referring & Lung Transplant Leadership Team
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Agreement with One another

1. We will keep each other 
abreast of the daily operations 
by…

2. We will foster a perception 
among the team that we are 
working together by…

3. We will work together to 
improve quality and processes 
by…

4. We will resolve personal 
differences of opinion by…

5. We will handle practice conflict 
by..

6. We will share the responsibility 
for team development by…
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Demonstrating Shared Leadership

• Being prepared, working collaboratively, having team spirit, positive 
attitude

• When disseminating info to team, state having been discussed by 
leadership

• Copy emails between leadership to team
• Group text messages
• Meeting on a regular day
• Refer to each other in written and verbal communication
• Include all team members’ insights and delegate
• Clear communication and ensure we know other’s thoughts and 

plans
• Communicating consistent messages/being transparent
• Communicate as dyad leader
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Working Together…

• Communicate openly & frequently with team
• Keep up to date on improvement
• Reading and sharing resources
• Participate in improvement meeting
• Emphasize and encourage working on 
improvement

• Help everyone complete improvement -provide 
reminders and time 

• Accept and encourage input
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Resolution of Differences

• Resolve by active listening and reflection
• Avoid “should” and “but”
• Listening to each other’s point of view
• Communicating, respect, compromise
• Propose rather than oppose
• We can disagree and still move forward using skills 
we have learned in leadership development

• Respect the other person’s opinion even if you 
don’t agree (open minded)
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Handle Practice Conflict by…

• Discuss concerns
• Be open to both sides
• Use evidence-based practice and CF/Lung 
Transplant guidelines

• Reflection
• Ladder of inference
• Asking others with similar experience to share
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Share Responsibility for Team Development

• Mutually agree upon delegation/Stay on course
• Take leadership role in QI work/Hold weekly effective meetings
• Meet regularly with team members
• Pass on knowledge learned in improvement
• Divide and assign roles for the meeting
• Check in with the team 
• Ask team what their goals and needs are
• Promote others leadership skills and self-esteem
• Encouragement/Show appreciation for the team
• Collaborate 
• Mentorship for the team
• Foster passion for QI
• Give positive feedback, appreciation and thank yous
• Continually share and involve team members
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Leadership Tips

• Work closely with improvement coaches to get 
the basics of improvement in practice

• Regular meetings using effective meeting 
skills

• Pay attention and encourage and praise 
improvement team and rest of staff

• Expect everyone to participate/accountability
• “Provide care and improve care”

• Be a role model for quality improvement
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Case Story
Leadership Team
CF Adult Referring and CF Lung Transplant Program
2+2= Leadership Team
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Expectation and Leadership Dyad 
Agreements

Aim: Discuss leader, coach and team expectation 
agreements. Create Leadership Dyad/Triad agreements.



Five Changes Leaders Make to Develop 
an Improvement Culture

Key behavioral dimensions that are essential for fostering 
a cultural of continuous improvement

• Willingness

• Humility

• Curiosity

• Perseverance

• Self-discipline

Toussaint & Ehrlich April 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2014 invited 40 health care CEOs from across North America to a CEO summitLeaders met 2x/year for ½ day learning seminars (est. leader standards for supporting frontline workers and strategies to understand customer needs)The group learns a great deal, but the real learning happens when peers work together and share personal stories.



Becoming a Continuous Improvement 
Leader

• Takes coaching and lots of practice

• Become better leaders by “acting your way into 

thinking”

• Share personal stories and challenges with another leader to 

build a trusting relationship and be able to share inner most 

thoughts about real world issues



Willingness

• Recognize change is required to result in willingness to change
• Leaders cannot address unproductive organizational traits 

(redirected blame, autocracy, etc.) without being open to 
extricating these traits from themselves. 

• Positive change requires a state of readiness for making personal 
changes that improve your interactions with others

Action:  Engage in self-reflection for 10 minutes every 
week.
What in my actions this week led to better thinking 
on behalf of my team about problems? 
Did my questions unleash the thinking capacity 
of my team, or did I blame them for not following up 
on my specific ideas? 



Humility

• 105 small-to-medium companies in a comparative study 
found that humility was the best determinant of process and 
outcome performance.

• Capacity for humility is essential when staff are often 
more expert than the leader in particular areas.

• Effective leaders do not have all the answers and are willing 
to “go see” in the place where work actually happens. Go to 
“gemba”

• Many leaders have difficulty setting aside their preconceived 
ideas to learn from frontline doctors, nurses, and technicians 
who have firsthand experience in dealing with issues. 

Action:  Proactively examine interactions with others.
Did I ask questions that elicited the best thinking of the 
person or team with whom I interacted? 
Were there implied answers in my questions? 



Curiosity

• Effective leaders know they do not have all the answers
• Respect staff by asking open-ended questions and seeking input
• Be curious about staff stories

• Background  and current state
• Define problems and identify a target issue
• Why does the problem exist?
• Identify possible experiments

Action:  Go to staff and ask:  Did I unleash the creativity of my team 
by asking them about how things work and how they should 
work? 
Did I see barriers I could remove that would allow them to solve 
the problems they face? 



Perseverance

• Persistence to attack any problem and the belief that no 
problem is unsolvable 

• Changing one’s behavior requires resilience and the 
persistence to attack any personal problem

• Learning a new skill requires a teacher and practice
• Learning to be a continuous improvement leader is no 
different. 

Action: Have I gone to where value is created to observe, 
show respect, and encourage the staff?” 
Did I ask someone to observe my behavior and give me 
feedback this week? Have I established a confidant with 
whom I can share my behavioral struggles? 



Self-discipline

• Sustained great results depend upon building a culture full of 
self-disciplined people who take disciplined action (Good to 
Great, Jim Collins)

• Such a culture develops out of effective leader standards
• Management of setting expectations
• Condition yourself to a habit of self-discipline in thought and 
action 

Action:  Is there anything on my calendar this week that will 
add value to the patients we serve? 
Have I gone to where value is created to observe, show 
respect, and encourage the staff? 



Five Behavioral Actions

1
Rare,

undeveloped,
indifferent

2
Irregular,

experimental,
apparent

3
Frequent,

predictable,
moderate

4
Consistent,

stable,
persistent

5
Uniform,
mature,

tenacious

Willingness

Reflection

Humility

Go see

Curiosity
Asking effective 
questions
Active listening

A3 thinking

Perseverance

Buddy system

Have a coach

Self-discipline

Leader standard work



Five Behavioral Actions Radar



Create a Spider Diagram



Applied Leadership
5 Behaviors Case Story
Columbia Presbyterian University Lung Transplant 
Program
Long Island Jewish Hospital Adult CF Program

Team Coach: Randy Messier
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CF and Lung Transplant Leader 

Columbia Presbyterian 
Lung Transplant Program 
New York City 

Long Island Jewish 
Adult CF Program
Long Island New York

Dr. Selim Arcasoy Program Director and 
Hanyoung Kim RN, MSN Senior Lung 
Transplant Coordinator from the

Dr. Janice Wang Program Director and 
Jacqueline Concepcion, RN CF Program 
Coordinator



Leadership Assessments

• Myers Briggs
• Thomas Kilmann Index
• Self and 360 Review
• Toussaint 5 Behavioral 
Dimensions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each leader participated in a Self and 360 Review process.  The coaches worked with the leaders to create an individual leadership development plan by reviewing each one of the instruments with the leaders.Each leader shared their development goals with their dyad leaders’ partner so they could work together to support each other’s development goals. They also created a dyad leadership agreement to document how they were going to work together as a leadership dyad relying on each other’s strengths.  One of the tools that assisted the leaders in creating their development plans was the Toussaint Five Behaviors instrument spider diagram



Five Behaviors Results

Scale 1 (Low) to 5 (High) Long Island Jewish CF Referring Columbia Lung Transplant
Jacqueline Concepcion Janice Wong Selim Arcasoy Hanyoung Kim

A3 Thinking 2 1 4 1
Perseverance 4 5 5 4
Buddy System 4 3 2 1
Have a Coach 4 1 1 1
Self-Discipline 4 4 5 3
Leader standard work 4 4 5 3
Willingness 4 4 5 3
Reflection 4 4 2 3
Humility 4 4 4 2
Go see 3 2 4 3
Curiosity 3 4 4 2
Asking effective questions 3 5 3 2
Active listening 3 5 4 1
Strengths Perseverance

Self-discipline
Standard work
Willingness
Reflection
Humility

Perseverance
Self-Discipline
Leader Standard work
Willingness

Weaknesses/Opportunities Go see
A3 thinking

Reflection
Asking effective questions
Active listening
A3 thinking
Have a coach
Buddy system



Columbia Leaders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the shared strengths of Perseverance- An important attribute during the Pandemic in New York City. They both also showed opportunities in Reflection and Asking effective questions.Hanyoung scored herself lower than our observations would suggest. This was also a theme in her Self and 360. Dr. Arcasoy scored his self higher. Note the two dots under Active Listening.  After discussing the meaning of Active Listening Dr. Arcasoy decided that he had scored himself a bit high.  This corresponded with our observations.  These two leaders made a good dyad leadership team. As we worked with the team, Dr. Arcasoy began to better understand Hanyoung and her development needs and goals and Hanyoung began to better understand Dr. Arcasoy’s strengths and developments needs. They shared openly.  Over the course of our work with these leaders Hanyoung gained confidence and stepped forward and Dr. Arcasoy stepped back. Each openly sharing what they were working to do and how they were going to do it  Lifting Each Other Up in the process and rekindling their leadership. 



Long Island Jewish Leaders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with the Columbia Leaders you see that the radar graph for these leaders are also different. Again Perseverance is high.  Their opportunities were Go See and A3.  Our observations agreed with most of the strengths as noted on the radar spider graphs.  Jacqueline noted Active Listening as an area of growth where Dr. Wang scored this high. In our observations, Dr. Wang also had an opportunity here when it came to leading the clinics QI team efforts. This was also seen on her self and 360.  These leaders were also very open in discussing their development goals and working to support each others development. They saw each other with new eyes and were able to acknowledge each others strengths as well as opportunities and work together as a leadership dyad. 



Break Outs - 10 minutes
Aim:  Explore the 5 Leadership Behaviors by rating 
yourself and discuss what you identified for opportunities
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Report Out
What insights and possible actions did you identify?
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Summary

• Leaders have the choice to make the time to develop as 
leaders of improvement

• Research shows development of leaders lead to increased 
leadership ability to create conditions for successful 
improvement

• Leaders can “stop the madness” and learn, act & reflect
• Leaders can create and promote agency in others
• Leaders can create psychological safety (humble 
inquiry)

• 5 Behavioral improvements for leaders can provide focused 
development opportunities

• Team coaching can support leadership skills development



Rekindle Your Leadership 
to Rekindle your Team
Thank you
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